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Abstract
A hidden Markovmodel for gene finding consists of
submodelsfor codingregions, splice sites, introns, intergenic regions and possibly more. It is described
howto estimate the model as a whole from labeled
sequences instead of estimating the individual parts
independently from subsequences. It is argued that
the standard maximum
likelihood estimation criterion
is not optimal for training such a model. Instead of
maximizingthe probability of the DNA
sequence, one
should maximizethe probability of the correct prediction. Such a criterion, called conditional maximumlikelihood, is used for the gene finder ’I-IMMgene’. A new(approximative) algorithm is described,
which finds the most probable prediction summedover
all paths yielding the same prediction. Weshowthat
these methodscontribute significantly to the high performance of HMMgene.
Keywords: Hidden Markov model, gene finding,
imumlikelihood, statistical sequence analysis.
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Introduction
As the genome projects evolve automated annotation
of the DNAsequence becomes increasingly important.
Oneof the difficult tasks is to reliably identify genes,
in particular in organisms with splicing. Recent successful approaches to this problem include GRAIL
(Uberbacher ~z Mural 1991), NetGene (Brunak, Engelbrecht, & Knudsen 1991), GeneID (Guigo et al. 1992),
FGENEH
(Solovyev, Salamov, & Lawrence 1995), and
many other. Several groups are applying probabilistic modeling using hidden Markov models (I-IMMs)
neural networks; examples are GeneParser (Snyder
Stormo 1995) and Genie (Kulp et al. 1996). The two
central ideas of most of this workis (1) the integration
of several recognition modules into one big model, and
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(2) for prediction to find the most probable gene given
the model.
Hidden Markov models are usually being estimated
by maximumlikelihood (ML), and this is true also
for the HMM
based gene finders reported previously
(Krogh, Mian, & Haussler 1994; Henderson, Salzberg,
& Fasman 1997). The standard MLmethod optimizes
the probability of the observed sequence, but for prediction, one would rather want to maximize the probability of the correct prediction. In this paper a method
is described for estimation of a HMM
from labeled sequences, which maximiz~ the probability of the correct labeling, and it is shownthat it can substantially
improve the performance of a gene finder. Another
problem with the standard approach to gene finding is
that the prediction is done by finding the most probable state sequence (by the Viterbi algorithm) instead
of the most probable gene prediction. I introduce here
an algorithm, which is an approximation to the latter,
and which always yields a prediction with a probability
at least as high as that of the Viterbi algorithm.
These methods are an integral part of HMMgene,
which is an I-IMMfor gene prediction. I-IMMgenehas
a better performance than almost all other gene finders
on humangenes. The present paper focuses on the description of the methods, and the results of HMMgene
will be used to illustrate the powerof these methods,
whereas the details of HMMgene
will be described elsewhere (Krogh 1997, in preparation).

The

CHMM

The gene finding problem is part of a general class of
problems which has a class label associated with each
observation. In gene finding the observations are nucleotides and the classes are for instance coding, intron,
or intergenic; see Figure 1 for an exampleof a labeled
DNAsequence. Of course, this labeling can be made
more elaborate. For instance, 3’ and 5’ untranslated
regions of the mRNA
could also be labeled and so could
transcription factors and so on. Here however, only the
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GCCATCCGAGCCAACGGAGAGGTAAGCCTGTAGAGCCCTGCATCTGCAGGCTGGGCCACGG
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

Figure 1: A DNAsequence containing one gene. For each nucleotide its label is written below. The coding regions
are labeled ’C’, the introns T, and the intergenic regions ’0’. The shaded areas are the coding regions. (Genbank
sequence HUMGALT54X,
Homosapiens galactose-l-phosphate
uridyl transferase (GALT) mutant).
three classes mentionedfirst will be used. I will use label ’C’ for coding, T for intron, and ’0’ for intergenic
as in Figure 1.
The traditional approach to this problem is to separately estimate models for sequences representing each
of the classes and later merge them into one big model.
In (Stormo & Haussler 1994), for instance, a general
method is described for estimating relative weights of
the individual fixed models so as to optimize the prediction accuracy. However, in the HMM
framework it
is possible to estimate the whole combined model directly from the labeled sequences if the states of the
model are also labeled. In (Krogh 1994) such a model
was called a class HMM(CHMM)and it was shown
howit is possible to even have a probability distribution over labels for each state of the model. Here I will
limit myself to one label for each state, which is probably the most useful approach for problems like gene
finding.
The starting point is a standard HMM
which consists of a set of states each with a probability distribution over letters of the alphabet (A, C, G, and
in this case) and with transition probabilities giving
the probability of one state following another one. In
the CHMM
each state is labeled. For a gene finder it
means that some states are labeled ’C’ for coding, some
are labeled ’0’ for intergenic, and the rest are labeled
T for intron.
One can think of an HMM
as emitting sequences of
letters. A state emits a letter according to its probability distribution over letters. Onecan then view a state
of a CHMM
as ’emitting’ its class label along with the
letter. Therefore it can emit sequences with associated
labels as the one shownin Figure 1.
To estimate the parameters of a CHMM
a set of la18o
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beled sequences is needed. Let us call a sequence z =
xl, ¯ ¯ ¯, ZLand the correspondinglabels y = yl, ¯ ¯., YL.
To estimate the parameters of this model by standard
ML, one needs to maximize the likelihood of the sequences with their corresponding labels. If the model
parameters are called O, and we assume there is only
one sequence in the training set, then the MLsolution
is
8ML= argmaxP(z, ylO).
(1)
0

The probability P(z, y[0) can he calculated by a trivial modification of the standard forward algorithm
(Rabiner 1989; Krogh 1994), where only valid paths
through the model are allowed. A valid path is one in
which the state labels agree with the observed labels.
For instance, a part of the sequence labeled by ’C’ for
coding can only match a state also labeled ’C’. The
same holds for the backward algorithm, and thus the
forward-backward (or Baum-Welch)reestimation procedure (Rabiner 1989) can be used to maximize (1).
The model obtained in this way is in most cases
identical to a model combined of submodels estimated
from each class independently, which is the usual approach, and the main advantage is that the combined
model can be estimated in one go from scratch. One
additional advantage is that the transitions between
the submodels are also automatically estimated in the
CHMM.
If there are several transitions between submodelsfor the individual classes the estimation of these
is not straightforward when the submodels are trained
independently.
When the CHMMhas been estimated
from the
training data, a prediction of labels for a sequence
Z ~- Zl,... , ZL can be done the usual way: First the

most probable state path 7r" = ~r~,..., ~r~,
r* - argmaxP(z, ~r[0)

The most probable
(2)

is found with the Viterbi algorithm (l~biner 1989).
reading off the label of each state in the path, this is
translated to a sequence of labels. BelowI will discuss
an alternative to this method.

Conditional

Maximum Likelihood

In the MLapproach the probability that a submodel
can emit the DNAsequences in a certain class (e.g. exons) is maximized. Even after maximizing this probability it may well happen that these sequences have a
higher probability given a modelestimated for a different class (e.g. introns). MLis not discriminative. The
probability of the observed DNAsequence under the
model is not the relevant quantity for prediction; one
really only cares about getting the predicted labeling
correct. Therefore, maximizing the probability of the
labeling instead seems more appropriate (Krogh 1994).
This is called conditional maximumlikelihood (CML)
in (Juang & Rabiner 1991). Instead of (1) the
estimate is
0cML = argmaxP(ylz, 0).
(3)
0

This probability can be rewritten as
P(ylz, O) P(z, y[0)
(4)
p(zl0)
The numerator is the same probability as in (1) and can
be calculated as described above. The denominator
is even simpler: it is the probability of the unlabeled
DNAsequence, i.e., the probability usually calculated
in an HMMdisregarding any labeling. This probability is calculated by the standard forward algorithm
(Rabiner 1989).
The probability P(z, yl0 ) is a sum over all valid
paths through the model and P(z[0) is the same plus
the probability over all the invalid paths, so P(z, y[0)
P(z[0). Therefore, maximizing (4) corresponds
making P(x, y[0) come as close as possible to P(z[0),
i.e., to minimizethe probability of all the invalid paths.
To actually
maximize (4) is more tricky than
the maximization of (1), because an expectationmaximization (EM) algorithm like the forwardbackward algorithm does not exist. In this work the
extended Baum-Welch algorithm (Normandin & Morgera 1991.) is used. Both this algorithm and various gradient descent algorithms that were tested require some
parameter tuning, as they easily becomeunstable.
The conditional maximumlikelihood method is obviously not limited to HMMs.Indeed it has proven
successful in a neural network/HMMhybrid called a
hidden neural network or HNN(Riis & Krogh 1997).
The difference between this method and the previously
mentioned method of (Stormo & Haussler 1994) is that
the parameters of the submodels are estimated along
with the weights between them.

labeling

Predicting the labels of an unknownsequence is called
decoding in speech recognition, where almost all the
HMMalgorithms originate.
The most commondecoding algorithm is the Viterbi algorithm, which finds the
most probable path through the model as already described. If there are several states with the same label
there are usually manypaths that give the same labeling. Therefore it would be more natural to sum the
probabilities of all these paths and find the overall most
probable labeling instead. If there are manypossible
paths for the samelabeling, this is quite different from
the Viterbi decoding.
There is no exact algorithm for finding the most
probable labeling, but here I will present an approximative algorithm which gives very good results. It is
a variant of the N-best algorithm (Schwarz & Chow
1990). A partial hypothesis hi is a labeling of the sequence up to nucleotide number i in the sequence. Assumethe probability of this hypothesis 7k (hi) is known
for every state k. If the last label (the ith) is ’C’, this
probability can only be non-zero for states also labeled
by ’C’, and similar for other labels. Withthree classes,
as we use here for gene finding, this hypothesis can
spawn three new hypotheses for the next nucleotide
(i+ 1) in the sequence: hi with a’C’, an T, or a
’0’ appended. Wecall these hypotheses hiC, hiI, and
hiO. The probability of these three new hypotheses are
found by propagating the probabilities 7k (hi) forward
as in the forward algorithm,
7z(hiYI)=

[~a.,7.(h,)l

bt(zi+l),

(5)

where the label of state ! is called 1~ and akl is the
probability of a transition from state k to i. The emission probability of base numberi + 1 in state I is called

bl(zi+l).
In the 1-best algorithm the best partial hypothesis
for each state is kept for position i in the sequence
(’best’ of course means the one with the highest probability in that state). These hypotheses are then propagated to the next position i + 1, and for each state
the best is selected again. This continues to the end of
the sequence, where the best overall hypothesis is the
final answer. In summarythe 1-best algorithm works
like this:
1. Propagate the empty hypothesis forward to all states
(i = 1). At this stage there are 3 different hypotheses
’0’, ’C’, and T. In state I the probability is 7z(hi)
aotbt(zl), where hi is one if the hypotheses and a0~
is the probability of starting in state I.
Propagate the hypotheses forward yielding three
.
new hypotheses for every old one, and a probability
7~(hi) given by (5) in each state for these hypotheses.
In each state, choose the hypothesis with the highest
.
probability. Discard all hypotheses that were not
I(rogh
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chosen in any state. If you have not reached the end
of the sequence, go to step 2.
4. Sumthe probabilities for each hypothesis over the
states and save the one with the highest.
If a model has a one-to-one correspondence between
a path and a labeling, the result of 1-best would be
identical to the result of the Viterbi algorithm. Generally, the 1-best algorithm will always produce a labeling with a probability at least as high as the result of
the Viterbi algorithm, so in this sense it can never be
worse.
The main draw-back of 1-best is that the computation time is significantly longer than Viterbi. However,
the numberof active hypotheses can be reduced in various ways by discarding ones with a probability less
than a cut-off. An advantage of the algorithm is that
the memoryrequirement is only weakly dependent on
sequence length; it depends on the numberof states in
the model times the number of exons in the hypotheses. This is because there is no back tracking as in the
Viterbi algorithm, and the hypotheses use very little
memorybecause one just have to store the positions of
the borders between labels. The Viterbi algorithm requires memoryproportional to sequence length times
number of states, although there are more memoryefficient implementations which then takes more time.
The low memoryrequirement is particularly nice for
parsing very long genomic sequence, where the simple
Viterbi algorithm requires megabytes of memory.
The 1-best algorithm will fail to find the correct result if the best hypothesis does not have the highest
probability in any state of the model for a given position in the sequence. This seems to be a rare phenomenon in HMMgene.In the algorithm I tried to
keep also the partial hypothesis with the largest probability summedover all states, but this did not change
the result in a small numberof test experiments.
AlthoughI call the algorithm 1-best, it is not identical to the one described in (Schwarz & Chow1990).
speech recognition, one is interested only in the short
sequence of phonemes represented by a speech signal.
For gene parsing it would correspond to collapsing the
labeling of the sequence in Figure 1 to ’intergenic, coding, intron, coding, intergenic’ or ’0CIC0’. Therefore,
in the original n-best algorithm the hypotheses are of
this form. The number of hypotheses for each state
can be greater than one, and this can be used when
searching for suboptimal predictions. This will be the
subject of future study.
HMMgene
A CI,IMM gene finder called HMMgeneis currently
being developed. It consists of states modeling coding
regions including a crude length modeling, states modeling splice sites and introns, and states for modeling
intergenic regions including states for the region upstream of the start codon and downstreamof the stop
~82
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codon.
Twovery important features of the model may not
be familiar to all readers, even if they knowHMMs.
Instead of having the usual ’0th order’ emission probability distribution over letters of the alphabet, I allow
a state to have the emission probability conditioned
on the n previous letters in the sequence, which corresponds to an nth order Markov chain. These nth
order states are particularly useful for modelingcoding regions. Here the basic model consists of three
4th order states, which is essentially like the inhomogeneous Markov chains used to model coding regions
in GeneMark (Borodovsky & McIninch 1993). Most
other states in the modelare first order, i.e., capturing dinucleotide statistics, except for the state modeling internal introns and the one for intergenic regions
which are both 3rd order. Notice that the state sequence is still first order, and therefore the high order
states do not change the HMM
formalism significantly,
and all the standard algorithms are unchanged.
The second feature that may be unfamiliar is called
tying, which is used extensively in speech recognition.
(The same technique is called ’weight-sharing’ for neural networks.) Tying of two states meansthat the emission probabilities and/or the transition probabilities
are always identical in the two states. During estimation a group of tied states are updated by the sum of
the changes calculated for the individual states in the
group, so it is like having the same state appearing
several places in the model. This is used for the intron
modeling. In order to incorporate splicing constraints
it is necessary to have three copies of the intron model,
and the states in these three modelsare tied. It is also
used to model the exon length by having several tied
copies of the basic three states for modelinga codon.
In this work the models were regularized by the
simple pseudocount method (see e.g. (Krogh et al.
1994)). After a few initial experiments these pseudocounts were set to 25 for each letter, except in the
high order states for the coding regions where a larger
pseudocount of 250 for each letter was used to avoid
over-fitting.
Whenreestimating an nth order state,
the expected numberof each (n + 1)-met is calculated
to obtain the conditional probabilities. For such states
the regularizer is spread evenly over all (n + 1)-mers,
i.e., the pseudocount for a letter is divided by 4n. In
the beginning of the training a decreasing amount of
noise was added as described in (Krogh et al. 1994)
in an attempt to avoid unfavorable local minima. Because the models used in this study were of relatively
low complexity, the local minimumproblem was not
severe, and models trained on the same data did not
differ muchin performance.
To speed up training, the MLestimated model was
used as the initial model for conditional ML.During
the iteration of the extended Baum-VCelchalgorithm
the model accuracy on the training set was monitored,
and after a maximumnumber of iterations,
the model

with the highest accuracy was chosen. It would probably be even better to choose the model from some
independent validation set, but it was not tried because of the limited amount of data. The maximum
number of iterations was 20.
Results
The conditional
maximum likelihood
estimation
method and the 1-best decoding algorithm were tested
on ttMMgene. A dataset collected by David Kulp and
Martin Reese (Kulp e~ al. 1996; Reese e~ al. 1997) from
GenBankrelease 95.0 was used (see also the Website
http://www-hgc.lbl.gov/pub/genesets.html).
It contains 353 humangenes with at least one intron. The set
only includes genes with correct start and stop codons
as well as consensus splice sites, and strong homologies
have been weeded out. The tests were done using 10
fold cross validation, i.e., the set was split at random
into 10 subsets of approximately equal size. The model
was estimated from 9 of the subsets and tested on the
last. After testing on all the test sets the numberswere
averaged.
Six numbers were calculated for evaluating performance:
Base sensitivity:
The percentage of bases in
coding region that are correctly predicted as coding
Base specificity:
The percentage of bases predicted as coding that are actually coding.
Exonsensitivity:
The percentage of coding exons that are correctly predicted.
The percentage predicted
Exonspecificity:
coding exons that are correct.
Missing exons:
Numberof real coding exons
that are not overlapping a
predicted one.
Wrong exons:
Numberof predicted coding
exons that are not overlapping a real one.
By a correct exon prediction is meant that the exon
is exactly as labeled in the database, i.e., both splice
sites have to be correctly assigned (or a splice site and
a stop or start correct for initial or terminal exous).
To test the effect of conditional maximum
likelihood
and 1-best decoding, I did the experiment in steps.
First a model was estimated in the usual way with
MLand the performance tested using the Viterbi algorithm. Results after 10-fold cross validation are shown
in the first row of Table 1. The 1-best decoding yields
only insignificant (or no) improvementsat this stage,
and the results are not shown.
Starting from the MLestimated model training was
continued with the extented Baum-Welch algorithm
as described earlier. The cross validated results us-

ing Viterbi decoding are shown in the second row of
Table 1. A quite significant improvement is seen although the base sensitivity decreases slightly and the
numberof missing exons increases. The results for the
same model, but decoded with the 1-best algorithm,
are shown next. An increase in sensitivity and a decrease in wrong exons is observed at the expense of a
slightly lower sensitivity and more wrong exons.
Note that a decrease in specificity does not always
mean a worse prediction. For the sake of argument, assumethere are 1000 exous in the test set, and that only
one is predicted, and it happens to be correct. Then
the exon specificity is 100%.If however, 1000 are predicted of which for instance 70%are exactly correct
the specificity is only 70%,even though the prediction
is muchbetter by most other measures. Although less
extreme, the same phenomenon is seen when comparing the performance of 1-best to Viterbi, see Table 2.
Clearly, the main effect of using the 1-best algorithm is that more exons are predicted, balancing
the specificity and the sensitivity better. This is because the exon length modelingallows several different
paths through the model for the same labeling, and
only when they are summedup will the probability
be higher than the probability of labeling the exon as
an intron. There is still a tendency to under-predict,
i.e., there are more real exons than predicted ones.
This shows up also as a large number of missing exons compared to the relatively low number of wrong
exons. However,because the data set does not contain
long stretches of DNAwith no genes, it is likely that
the number of wrong exons is underestimated and the
specificity overestimated. In other words, it is likely
that more false gene predictions will occur whenusing
this and other gene finders on newly sequenced anonymous DNA.
One of the main problems for HMMgene
is that it
does not do a good job on sequences with a low G/C
content, which is a commonproblem for automated
gene fining methods, see e.g. (Snyder & Stormo 1995).
Therefore the data were split up into four groups with
G/C content of less than 40%, between 40% and 50%,
between 50% and 60%, and more than 60%. The model
was then trained further using these data producing
four new models specialized for these ranges of G/C
content. Although the predictions are still not very
good for low G/C content they do improve, and the
overall results are shownin Table 1. The main problem
seems to be too little data with low G/C content to
reliably estimate a good model.
The final row in Table 1 shows the performance of
Genie (Reese e$ al. 1997) on the same data for comparison. In Genie (as opposed to HMMgene)the model
is constrained to predicting exactly one complete gene
in each sequence, which of course is unrealistic if gene
finding in anonymous DNAis the goal. However, I
would imagine that the results are not strongly dependent on this fact. Although the number of missing
Krogh
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Performance in %
Genie data
ML Estimated
CMLEstimated
CMLwith 1-best
G/C adaption
Genie

Base

Sens. ] Spec.
81
78
79
95
82
94
85
93
82
81

Exon
Sens. I Spec. ]Miss. I Wrong
24
15
58
65
61
82
27
4
64
79
23
6
17
69
76
9
14
65
64
21

Table 1: Performance of HMMgene
trained by the standard MLmethod and the conditional MLmethod described
in this paper (first two rows). The third row shows the performance when using 1-best decoding. The fourth
row are the results obtained when using several models trained for different G/C content. The last row shows the
performance of the Genie gene finder for comparison.
Number of exons
Numberof predicted exons
Correctly predicted exons
Exon sensitivity (%)
Exon specificity (%)
Missing exons
Wrong exons

Viterbi
2107
1588
1295
61.46
81.55
565 (26.82%)
61 (3.84%)

1-best
2107
1711
1354
64.26
79.14
491 (23.30%)

103(6.o2%)

Table 2: The numbers for calculating the exon sensitivity and specificity for Viterbi decoding and 1-best decoding.
The main difference is that 1-best predicts more exons. This lowers the specificity but increases sensitivity.
exons is lower for Genie, the over-all performance of
I-IMMgene(even before G/C adaption) is better.
Finally, in Table 3 a comparison to some other gene
finders is shown. For this comparison HMMgene
was
trained on the full dataset but tested on the dataset of
vertebrate genes described in (Burset & Guigo 1996).
In the comparison of gene finders in (Burset & Guigo
1996) FGENEH
performed the best ofgene finders that
did not use homologyinformation. The overall best in
the test was GeneID+ which uses protein homology
information. Genie can also use homologyinformation
(Kulp e~ al. 1997) and those numbers are also shown.
Surprisingly HMMgene
performs essentially as well as
the methods using homology information. However,
caution is needed when interpreting these results, because the various methods were trained on different
data sets with varying degree of homology with the
Burset/Guigo test set.
I recently became aware of two new similar gene
finders. One called VAILis HMMbased (Henderson,
Salzberg, & Fasman 1997). The main differences with
HMMgeneare that VAIL does not use CMLestimation, it uses Viterbi for prediction, and it does not use
high order states. The performance of VAILis not as
high as HMMgene,and I believe that the most important reason is that the model of coding regions is
simpler. The other method called GENSCAN
is a generalized HMM
like Genie, which have very impressive
performance (Burge & Karlin 1997). The Genie data
set was used for training GENSCAN,
but it was supplemented by a large number of cDNAsequence for
training the coding region submodels, so the results
~84
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are not directly comparable. One of the problems with
I-IMMgeneis the lack of data for estimating the model
for low GCcontent, and I expect that it can reach
a performance similar to GENSCAN,
if more training
data is used.

Conclusion
Twomethods are described which can significantly improve recognition accuracy of hidden Markov models,
and results are shown for an HMM
based gene finder
for human DNA.The conditional maximumlikelihood
(CML)estimation criterion is designed to optimize prediction accuracy, and improves the exon sensitivity and
(in particular) exon specificity. The 1-best algorithm
finds the most probable prediction summedover all
possible paths that gives the same prediction. It is an
alternative to the commonlyused Viterbi algorithm,
which only finds the most probable path. It is particularly useful for CMLestimated models with many
possible paths for the same prediction.
These methods are central to the HMM
based gene
finder HMMgene,and the results indicate that HMMgene is amongthe best gene finders for human DNA.
One of the advantages of HMMgene
is that it is very
easy to train and test, because it is one integrated
model, and therefore it will be easy to extend to other
organisms. HMMgenecan be accessed via the World
Wide Web:
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/HMMgene/

Performance in %
Burset/Guigo data
Not using homology:
HMMgene
Genie
FGENEH
Using homology:
Genie
GeneID+

Base

Exon

Sens. Spec.

Seas.

Spec.

Miss.

Wrong

88
78
77

94
84
88

74
61
61

78
64
64

13
15
15

8
16
12

95
91

91
91

77
73

74
70

4
7

13
13

Table 3: A comparison with other gene finders on the Burset/Guigo data. The numbers for FGENEH
and GeneID+
are from (Burset & Guigo 1996), and those for Genie are from (Reese et al. 1997; Kulp et al. 1997).
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